Assistant Director
Facilities Maintenance & Operations
Chris Brueske

Building Maintenance
(Academic, Auxiliary, Technical)

See Page 4 for Staff

Central Shops

See Page 5 for Staff

Outdoor Maintenance
Maintenance Specialist 4
Gary Hodge

Grounds
Grounds/Nursery Svc.Spc. 4-Lead
Heidi Zeretzke
Grounds/Nursery Svc.Spc.3
Irrigation
Vacancy 998047
Grounds/Nursery Svc.Spc.2
Gardeners
Frank Dedurek
Dawn Preuss
Dan Weeks
Tracy Hendon
Oskar Kollen
Justin Bow
Stephen Mason
Chad Baloy
Kylianne Colwell

Utility Work
Utility Worker 4-Supv.
Brandon Taylor
Utility Worker 2
Evan Bossert
Roger Thacker
Keith Doran
BJ Perigo
Cameron Byrnes
Eric Simonsen
Vacancy: 966860

Pest Control
Pest Biologist 1
Sarah Neugebauer
Facilities Management
October 2021

Assistant Director
Building Services
Wayne Galloway

Academic Custodial Services

Custodian 5
Anthea Jones

Custodian 4
Area Supervisors
Roberto Lim
Benny Musonda
Hong Pham
Vacancy: 998947
Vacancy: 996182
Equipment Repair
Jim Perigo

Custodian 3
Team Leaders
Greg Keeler
Thanh Nguyen
Byron Gouette
Tami Melcher
Aleksandr Pentsak
Michael Nguyen
Eric Christensen
Felix Campanilla
Vacancy: 997880

Window Washer
Zac Flaton
Bryce Flexer

Maint Custodian
Jeff Osthimer
Kasoma Duplantis

Custodian 1
Team Cleaners
Virginia Misanes
Dolor Delarosa
Tommy Tran
Hai Nguyen
Khuyen Do
Khoa Truong
Thao Nguyen
Ronald Barnett
Armida Mortenson
Sidney Dutra Mesquita
Teena Burdette
Michael Gonzales
Wendy Pearson
Stephen Rusich
Bryce Kell
David Wade
Caleb Lemming
Teresa Cota
Tim DePoppe
Sarah Hutchinson
Alex Shineflew
Victoria Smith
Yanely Pina-Carrillo
Maria Vega de Govea
Lan Duong
Samuel Rickenbacker
Travis Wagar
Maria Wills (SPMC)
Anthony Mahle
William Bishop
Joshua Chowning
Andrew Nguyen
Aleisha Silan
Thi Mai Phung Duong
Vacancy: 997382
Vacancy: 998528
Vacancy: 998718
Vacancy: 998793